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H. Whitney proved that, apart from a simple exeptional case, whenever 
the line graphs of two tinite graphs are isomorphic then so are the graphs 
themselves. In this note (i) similar results are proved for finite hypergraphs, 
(ii) it is shown that certain extensions of Whitney’s theorem to hypergraphs 
are false, (iii) a Whitney-type theorem is established for intinite hypergraphs. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
For the general theory of hypergraphs see [l]. If (Ei)ieM, also written 
in the form (Ei : i E M), denotes a family of sets Ei indexed by M then, 
for every I C M, we put 
E1 = U(iEI)E{. 
If, in addition, I # 4, we put 
Err] = n(i E I) Ea . 
Thus Ed = 4, and Ebl is not defined. A similar notation is used when E 
is replaced by another letter. A hypergraph is a pair 
H = C-F (E&M), 
where X = EM . The elements of X are called the vertices or nodes of H, 
and the sets Ei are the edges of H. It is usually assumed that M # 4 
and Ei # 4 for all i E M. For reasons of convenience we shall not make 
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these assumptions in the present note. Hence the terms hypergraph and 
family of sets are synonymous. The order of H is 1 EIM 1, and the rank of 
H is sup{1 Ei I: i E M}, where, for every set S, we denote by 1 S 1 the 
cardinality of S. If 1 Ei 1 = h, for all i E M, the hypergraph H is said to 
be h-uniform. If I Ed I < 2, for all i E M, the hypergraph H is called a 
multi-graph. If I Ei 1 = 2, for all i E M (H has no “loops”), and Et # Ej , 
for all i # j (H has no “multiple edges”), then His called a simple graph. 
TWO hypergraphs H = (Ei : i E M) and H’ = (8’5 : i E M), using the same 
index set M, are said to be isomorphic if there exists a bijection $: EIM + FM 
and a permutation 7~ of M such that 
MA) = L(i) (i E M). 
In this case 4 is called an isomorphism from H to H’, and 71 is called an 
edge permutation, or edge isomorphism, associated with 4. If H and H 
are isomorphic we write 
HEH’. 
The hypergraphs H and H’ are called strongly isomorphic if there exists a 
bijection $: E,,,, + FM such that 
#(Ei) = Fi (i E M). 
In other words, a strong isomorphism is an isomorphism with which is 
associated the identity permutation. Strong isomorphism is expressed by 
the relation 
Hr H’. 
Thus, if M = o then H g H’. The graphs in Figure 1 are isomorphic 
but not strongly isomorphic, and those in Figure 2 are not isomorphic. 
Throughout this note M, Ei , Fi are fixed, and H and H’ are given by 
H=(Ei:ieM); H’ = (Fi: iEM). 
Also, i and j always range over M, and I and J denote subsets of M. If 
Hand H’ happen to be multigraphs, and if m&x, x’) denotes the cardinal- 
ity of the set of indices i such that the edge Ei of H joins x and x’, then 
H II H’ if and only if there is a bijection qk E,,,, + FM satisfying 
m&x, x’) = mHe(r$(x), 4(x’)), for all x, ’ E EIM . 
?i 
Proof. For x, x’ E EIM; y, y’ E FM put 
I(x, x’} = {i: Ei = {x, x’}}; J{y, y’} = (j: Fj = (y, y’}}. 
1. Let t$ be a bijection EIM + FM such that 
I I@, x’>l = I JtdW, 9(x’>N (x, x’ E J%.& 
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Then there is a bijection 
*k2.0’) * m, x3 + 4&d, $w>>. 
Define a function w M-+ M as follows. Let i E M. Then there are 
x, x’ E EIM such that Ei = {x, x’}, and we have i E Z{x, x’}. Put 
It follows that I#(&) = {b(x), &x’)} = F,ci) . The map r is injective. For 
let r(i) = r(j). Then 
r#(Ei> = Fwti) = Fro, = +(&); (x, x’} = Ei = E* ; 
n.zAi) = 49 = 4d = ~kd~(j); i=j. 
Finally, rr is bijective. For let j E M. There are y, y’ E F,+, such that 
I;* = (u, ~‘1. Now there are x, x’ E EIM such that Fj = {d(x), $(x’)}. Then 
j E J{+(x), &x’)>, and there is &l{x, x’> such that q!,&i) = j. Then 
n(i) = j. Hence n is a permutation of M, and H N H’. 
2. Let H N H’. Then there is a bijection 4: EIM -+ FM and a permuta- 
tion 7r of M such that &Ei) = F-cc) (i E M). Let x, x’ E EM . If i E Z{x, x’) 
then Ei = {x, x’} and 
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Hence 
I m, x’>l G I 49w, 9w>>l 
For reasons of symmetry, 
(x, x’ E E&f). 
I J{Y, Y’>l < I I{@YY), PWNI (Y, Y’ E FM), 
so that 
I W(x), W’)>l < I w, X’II (x, x’ E E.&f). 
This completes the proof. 
It is known that the hypergraphs H and H’ are strongly isomorphic if 
and only if corresponding Boolean atoms q , & of the two families have 
the same cardinality where, for I # O, 
EI = ENI -&W-I; 41 = &II - FAGI. 
We call these sets the I-atoms of their respective families. 
We have the following three fundamental theorems (Whitney [2]), in 
which H and H’ are assumed to be finite simple connected graphs each 
having more than one edge. 
WHITNEY’S FORST THEOREM. If the orders of H and H’ dzfir from 4, 
and if (Ez , Ej) g (Fs , Fj), for all i, j then H g H’. 
WHITNEY’S SECOND THEOREM. If(Ei : i E M - {k}) g (Fi : i E M - {k)), 
for all k E M, and if H, H’ are not the pair of graphs in Figure 2, in any 
order, then H c H’. 
WHITNEY’S THIRD THEOREM. If (Ei , E;> s (Fi , Fj), for all i, j, and if 
H, H’ are not the pair of graphs in Figure 2, in any order, then HE H’. 
The first theorem will follow from the corollary at the end of this note, 
and the second and third theorems can easily be deduced from the tirst 
theorem. The purpose of the present paper is: (i) to establish similar 
results for hypergraphs, (ii) to show that certain extensions of Whitney’s 
theorems are false. The finite case will be considered in Section 2 and the 
infinite case in Section 3. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREMS FOR THE FINITE CASE 
Throughout this section we shall use the following notation. If A, B 
are finite sets then the relation 
A=B 
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means that / A 1 = 1 B / (mod 2), and the relation A + B means that 
/ A I + I B j (mod 2). With each finite set A4 # o we associate the 
hypergraphs 
K(M) = (K,(M): i E M); 
where, for each i, 
L(M) = (L,(M): i E M) 
K,(M) = {I: iEI = 44); L,(M) = {I: i E I g M). 
Thus we have K(UH = (NH); LWN = ({@a)>; KW, 23 = W, 2% 
m 2N; WY 21) = ww, {{2N; WL 2,311 = (W, U,2,3H, ((21, 
(19 2,311, ((31, UP29 38% w, 2,311 = ({{l, 21, 0, 3% w, 21, {2,3)), 
{{I, 3}, (2, 3))); and so on. We sometimes write K and Ki instead of 
K(M), K,(M), and similarly for L. It will be seen that the graphs in 
Figure 2 are K({l, 2, 3)) and L((1, 2, 3)). We note the following properties 
of Kand L: 
LEMMA. (i) If M = .@, then the orders of K, L are 21”I-l - 1 and 
21”I-l, respectively, andifM + ia then theordersare 21”I-l and 2f”i--l - 1. 
(ii) If I M 1 3 2, then K(M) and L(M) are 2~“~-2-unzfirm. 
(iii) Let I M I > 2 and (E: : i E M) z K(M). Then we can write, fir 
alli,E,={x~:i~I=M},where~~#x~z~I,J#~;II-J=Mand 
I# J. If &EM, then 
(Ei n {x1 : I # o ; iO $ I>: i E M - {i,)) g L(M - ii,,}). 
(iv) The same as (iii) except that K and L are interchanged and “sM” 
is replaced by ” +M.” 
The lemma follows immediately from our definitions, 
THEOREM 1. Let M be jinite: 
(1) For every I # o the I-atoms of K and L are given by 
KI = {I> and A,= 0, zj- I-M; 
KI = 0 and A = VI, if I+M. 
(2) K(M) and L(M) are not strongly isomorphic (not even isomorphic). 
(3) ForeverykEM,(Ki:iEM-{k})g(Li:iEM-{k)). 
Proofof(1). K~=~(~~I){Jz~EJ-M}-~(~~I){J:~GJ=M} 
={J:ICJ-M}-{(J:I$J-M} 
= VI, if I=M, 
= 0, if I+M. 
The same holds for A, except that ‘C” and “+” are interchanged. 
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Proof of (2). BY (Q I &I I = I KM I = 1; I &MI I = I AM I = 0. 
Proof of (3). For XC M, put f(X) = (X - {k}) u ({k} - X). Then 
f(f(X)) = X, and f permutes the subsets of M. Let i # k and ZE Ki . 
Then i E I = M and hence i cf(Z) + M; f(Z) E L+ ; f(KJ C Li . By sym- 
metry, f (L,) C Ki . Hence Li =f(f(Li)) Cf(KJ C Li , and f(&) = Li . 
This proves Theorem 1. 
Our next theorem may be considered as a kind of converse of Theorem 1. 
It asserts that, whenever two finite hypergraphs on the same index set 
have the property that they themselves are not strongly isomorphic, but 
every pair of corresponding proper partial hypergraphs are strongly iso- 
morphic, then the particular pair K(M), L(M) is involved in a certain 
way. 
THEOREM 2. Let A4 be finite, 1 M 1 = m 3 1, and let the sets Ei , Fi 
satisfy the following conditions: 
(4) E,,., C x; FM C Y, 
(5) lXl= I YI <%, 
(6) (Ed:iEM-{k))E(Fg:iEM--{k}),foralZkEM. 
(7) There do not exist sets A, B with A C X; B _C Y; 1 A ) = I B 1 = 2m-1 
such that the hypergraphs 
(A n Ei: iEM), (BnFi: iEM), 
in any order, are strongly isomorphic to K, L, respectively. Then there 
exists a bijection 4: X -+ Y such that +(Ei) = Fi , for all i. In particular, 
wehave(Ei:iEM)r(Fi:iEM). 
REMARK. There is a set A satisfying 
(8) (AnEi:iEM)sK 
if and only if the atoms q of H satisfy 
(9) EIf%a, for 0 #I-M. 
For: 
1. Let (8) hold. Put A n ES = Ei. Then o # Z s A4 implies 
1 A n Q I = I q’ 1 = I ICY I # 0 and therefore (9). 
2. Let (9) be true. Then we can choose x1 E q for % # Z = M. Put 
A={x,: o #ZzM}.ThenAnEi=(xl:i~Z-M),and(8)follows. 
s8zb/W-4 
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Proof of Theorem 2. We may suppose M = (1,2,..., m}. Assume first 
that m = 1. Then the condition (7) states that 
(10) /(a> n El I + I(b) n Fl j # 1, for all a E X and b E Y. 
We argue as follows. If El # 0, then there is a E El , and (10) yields 
I;,=Y. Also, by (5), IYj=IXl>IEII>O. Hence thereis bcF,, 
and (10) gives El = X. On the other hand, if El = O, then, by (IO), 
Fl = m . Thus either El = X and Fl = Y, or El = Fl = 0. By (5), there 
is a bijection 4: X -+ Y. Then #(El) = Fl , and the assertion is proved. 
Now let m > 2 and use induction with respect to m. Let the hypotheses 
of the theorem hold. We have to find a bijection 4: X+ Y such that, for 
all i, q3(Ei> = Ft. Put N = M - {ml. By (6), we have (Ei : i E N) z 
(F< : i E N), and hence there is a bijection t,F: EN + FN such that 
#‘(EJ = Fi , for all i E N. Then, by (5), I X - EN 1 = 1 Y - FN 1, and 
there is a bijection $1 X -+ Y such that #I(X) = f(x), for all x E EN. Put 
E,,,’ = #-l(F,) ; x = E,,, - E,’ ; x=E,‘-E,,,; &=EinX; ,i?,= 
Et n X, for all i E N. By (6) and the definition of $, 1 Em 1 = 1 F, 1 = 
1 Em’ I. Hence X and x are finite and 
(5’) IXI= 1x1. 
Let k E N. Then, by (6) and the definition of $, 
(EinE,:iEN-{k})s(FinF,:iEN-{k}) 
cx (Ei n E,‘: i E N - {k}). 
We shall now prove 
(6’) (&:igN-{k})g(&:i~N-{k}). 
Let o # I_C N - (k}. The I-atom of the left-hand side of (6’) is 
~=~(i~I)E,n(E,-EE,‘)-~(j~(N-{k})-I)Ejn(E,,,-EE,‘) 
=/3-B’, 
where 
p = (;I Ei n Em - (J E3 n E,,, ; /I’ = () Ei n IL’ - u Ei n 4,‘. 
i 8 j 
This representation of Cu is obtained by applying identities in set algebra. 
BY @9, I B I = I B’ I. H ence the I-atom B of the right-hand side of (6’) 
satisfies 
which proves (6’). 
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Next, we prove that 
(7’) there are no sets A, A with d C X; A cX; 1 A 1 = 1 A 1 = 2m-2, 
such that the hypergraphs 
(dnEi:iEN), (AnE,:iEN), 
in any order, are strongly isomorphic to K(N), L(N) respectively. 
Assume, for instance, that 
(7”) (ZnE,:iEN)gK(N);(An&:iiEN)~L(N). 
We want to deduce a contradiction. We can write 
A ={Z,:NZI=N}; A = {ZI : N>_I+ N}, 
where Z1 # XJ and Z1 # 2, , for I # J, and, for all i E N, we have 
An&={q:iEICN;I=N}, 
W n i& = {ZI : iEICN;If N>. 
Now let I C M. We define elements xI (for I = M) and y1 (for I + M) 
by putting 
xx = %-(ml , if mEI=M; XI = EI, if m$I=M, 
YI = WI-bid, if mEIf M; Yr = ~(m, if m$I+M. 
It is easy to see that the xI are pair-wise distinct and the y1 are pair-wise 
distinct and that, for every 1C M, 
XIEG, ifandonlyif iEI=M, 
YIEF~, ifandonlyif iEI+M. 
If we now put A = A u A and B = #(A) then we have, as is easily veri- 
fied by set algebra, for all i, 
AnE, =(xI:iEIrM}; BnFi={yl:iEIgM). 
Hence we obtain a contradiction against (7). Similarly, a contradiction 
follows if the letters K and L are interchanged in (7”). This proves (7’). 
By (5’), (6’), (7’) and our induction hypothesis there is a bijection 
a: X +X such that u(&) = & , for all i E N. Define a function 4: X-t Y 
by putting 
Tw = Yw, if XEX-(XUX) =x0, say, 
d(x) = #(u(x)), if x EX = X1 , say, 
d(x) = #(U-~(X)), if x EX = X2, say. 
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Finally, we prove that 4 is a bijection such that $(I$) = Fi , for all 
iEM: 
1. Let x, y E Xand suppose that x # y; $(x) = #J(Y). We may assume 
that x E X,.; y E X, , where 0 < r < s < 2. We have to deduce a contra- 
diction: 
Case 1. r = 0; s = 1. Then 
9w = 4(x) = d(Y) = $xU(Yh x = u(Y); 
xE(X-(xux))nc7(X)C(X-x)nX= 0, 
which is false. 
Case 2. r = 0, s = 2. Then 
Ill(x) = VW = 4(Y) = ~(u-‘(v>); 
x = u-l(y); xe(X--(XuX))nc-l(X)_C(X-X)nX = 0, 
which is false. 
Case 3. r = 1, s = 2. Then 
c4”(x)) = $&I = 4(Y) = $4+(Y)); 
u(x) = u-‘(y); u(x)Eu(X)nu-l(X) =XnX = 0, 
which is false. 
We have proved that 4 is injective. 
2. w> = wo> u ml) u wz> 
= WG) u Q(UWlN u $N~-‘(&>) 
= #(A- - (X u X)) u 4(X) u $(X) 
= #(X) = Y. 
Hence g5 is bijective. 
3. Let i E M. We now prove $(EJ = Fi : 
Case 1. i E N. Then 
$(-Ed) = $(Ei - (I u X)) u #(Ed n X) u #(Ei n X) 
= #(Ei - (X u x)) u ~(u(&)) u #(u-l(&)) 
= (Fs - $(x u x)) u #(&) u #(&) = Fg . 
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Case 2. i = m. Then 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
The following theorem is, in a sense, more powerful than Theorem 2 
in that it incorporates a whole sequence of similar propositions, one for 
each value of the parameter p. 
THEOREM 3. Let p be a positive integer and M a finite set, 1 M 1 = 
m 2 p. Let Ei , Fi be finite for all i, and suppose that 
for every set M’ C M, such that 1 M’ 1 = p - 1. Suppose that 
(11) there are no sets A, B, Z with A C E,,,, ; B C F,,,, ; Z_C M, such that 
III =p and the two families (AnEi:iEI), (BnFi:iEI), in any 
order, are isomorphic to K(Z), L(Z), respectively. 
Then 
(12) (Ei:iEM)g(FS:iEM). 
Proof. Let p be tied. Put X = Y = EIM u FM . First of all, let 
m = p. We have, for every A’ C X and every i, the relations A’ n Ei = 
(A’ n EIM) n Ei and A’ n EIM C EIM . Hence Theorem 2 applies and 
yields (12). Next, let m > p and use induction with respect to m. Then, 
by induction hypothesis, 
(13) (Ei : i E M - {k}) z (Fi : i E M - {k}), for every k E M. 
We now want to show that there are no sets A*, B* such that A* C X 
and B* C Y, and the families (A* n Ei : i E M), (B* n Fi : i E M) are, in 
any order, isomorphic to K(M), L(M). Suppose that there are such A*, 
B* and that, for instance, 
(A*nEi:iEM)gK(M); (B*nFi:iEM)rL(M). 
Then there is a bijection f: A* n EIM -+ I&(M) such that, for all 
i E M, f(A* n EJ = K,(M). Choose ZC M such that I Z I =p. Then 
f(A* n E,) = &(M). 
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Case 1. Z = M. Then ZQZ) C K&V), and there is a set A C A* n EI 
such thatf(d) = K,(Z). Then, for every i E Z, 
f(A n Ei) =f(A n (A* n Ei)) =f(A) nf(A* n Ei) 
= K,(Z) n K,(M) = K,(Z). 
This shows that 
(A n Ei : i E Z) s K(Z). 
A similar argument yields a set B C B* n F, such that 
(BnF~:iEZ)~L(Z). 
This violates the hypothesis of the theorem. 
Case 2. Z + A4. Then L,(Z) _C K&M), and there is a set A C A* n EI 
such that f(A) = &(I). Then, for every i E Z, 
f(A n Ed) = f(A n (A* n Ei)) = f(A) r\ f(A* n Et) 
= &(I) n K,(M) = LB(Z). 
This proves (A n Ei : i E Z) g L(Z). A similar argument yields a set 
B C B* n FI such that 
(BnFi:iEZ)zK(Z). 
This violates the hypothesis of the theorem. Hence there are no sets A*, 
B* with the properties described above, and by (13) and Theorem 2 we 
obtain (12). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY. Let lM1>p>2. Let H=(E,:iEM) and H’= 
(Fi : i E M) be two finite hypergraphs of rank less than 2’-=. Zf, for every 
ZCMwithIZI=p-l,wehave(Ei:iEI)z(Fi:iEZ)then 
(Ei:iEM)r(Fd:iEM). 
It is clear that condition (11) of Theorem 3 is satisfied, so that HE H 
follows from Theorem 3. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREMS FOR THE INFINITE CASE 
THEOREM 4. Let M be an infinite set, I M I = m. Then there exist two 
infinite 2”-uniform hypergraphs 
K(M) = (K,(M): i E M); L(M) = (L,(M): i E M) 
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which are not strongly isomorphic (and not even isomorphic) but which 
satisfy, for every k E M, 
(14) (K,(M): i E M - {k)) g (L,(M); i E M - (k}). 
We shall give two constructions of such hypergraphs K(M), L(M). The 
first employs a transfinite extension of the distinction between sets of an 
even and sets of an odd number of elements and runs parallel to the 
construction of K(M), L(M) for finite M. The second construction, which 
is easier to describe and leads to a completely explicit definition of K(M), 
L(M) lacks, however, the symmetry which is present in the first, nor does 
it give 2”-uniformity. 
First proof. Put D = {I: I C M} and P = (1, 3, 5 ,... }. For I, J E Sz, put 
d(1, J) = 1 I - J [ + I J - I I. By Zorn’s lemma, there is a maximal set 
Q’ C 0 such that 1, J E LR) implies d(I, J) 4 P. Put .Q” = LR - Sz’. If 
I”, J” E Q” and d(I”, J”) E P then, by maximality, there are sets I’, J’ E Q 
such that d(l’, I”), d(J’J”) E P. Then 
d(I), J’) = d(l’, 1”) + d(I”, J”) + d(J”, J’) = l(mod 2) 
so that we obtain the contradiction d(I’, J’) E P. Thus 
(15) I 
D=1;2’u~;QnP=0; 
if I, JE X2’ or I, J E 1;2”, then d(I, J) 4 P. 
For I, J E Q, we put I = J to express the condition that either I, JE .Q 
or 1, J E Sz”. If I and J are finite then, by (15), the new relation = coincides 
with the relation = defined in Section 2. We now put, for every i E M, 
K,(M) = {I: iEI = M}; L,(M) = {I: iSI+ M}. 
The hypergraphs K(M) = (K,(M): i E M); L(M) = (L,(M): i E M) have 
the desired properties. First of all, we have ME K,(M), for all i, so that 
KtMl # 0. On the other hand, if I, f M then I, # M, and there is 
iO E M - I, . Then I, $ &(M). This shows that LqM] = 0, and so the 
relation K(M) N L(M) is false. Now let k E M. Then we can prove the 
relation (14) in exactly the same way in which (3) was proved. The reason 
for this is that, by (15), we have, for every X C M, 
f(x> = (x - W> u W - x> + X, 
where f is the function which was used in the proof of (3). 
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We shall now prove that K(M) and L(M) are 2”uniform. Let i E M. 
Then we can choose j E A4 - (il. Put, for i E 8, 
Then g(g(1)) = 1, and g is a bijection Q + Q. If i E IE 52 then, by (15), 
i E g(1) + I. Hence g&(M)) C L,(M) and g(&(M)) _C K,(M). Since m is 
infinite we conclude that 1 Ki 1 = 1 Li 1 = 1 Ki u Li I = 2”. This proves 
Theorem 4. 
Second Proof. Choose i,, E M. Choose, for every i, a set Di such that 
0 < I DiO I < I Di 1 and Di is infinite for every i # i,, , and Di n Dj = m 
for i#j. Put H=(E,:~EM); H’=(F,:~EM), where &,=D,; 
Fi, = Dw-fiO} ; Ei = Fi = Di , for i # iO . Consider the sets 
5’ = lJ(i E M)(Ei - EM-(i)); T = tJ(j E M)(Fj - FM-ol). 
If we assume that H ‘v H’ then, in view of the symmetry in the definitions 
of 5’ and T, we should have I S 1 = 1 T I. However, Ei, - EIM-(iO) = DiO 
and Ei - E,+-(o = Fj - F,+,-(ji = M, for i # iO and j E M. Hence 
1 S 1 = I DiO 1 > 0 = I T 1, which proves that the relation H N H’ does 
not hold. 
Now let k E M. We want to prove that 
(16) (Ei:i#k)g(F,:i#k). 
Case 1. k # i,, . Since DI, is infinite and I DiO I < I Dx 1, there is a 
bijection h: DI, u DtO -+ DI, . Define a function 4 on DM by putting 
4(x) = h(x), for x E DI, u DiO , and 4(x) = x, for x E DMM--(k,iO} . Then 4 
is injective, and 
If i E M - {k, i,,} then &EJ = Fi . 
Case 2. k = i,, . Then we put $(x) = x for x E DMM-tlc) . Then 
#(Ei) = Fi , for i # k, and (16) is established. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that the hypergraphs H = (Ei : iE M) and 
H’ = (Fi : i E M) satisfy, for everyjinite I _C M, the relation 
(17) (Ei : isZ) z (Fi : isl). 
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Let the Ei and Fe be finite and 
(18) 1 Et 1 = j Fi ( (iE M). 
Then 
(19) Hr H’. 
Proof. For I, J such that o # I C A4 and J C M, let us put 
.W J) = Em - -CT ; F(I, J) = FpI - FJ . 
We note that 
(20) E(Z, J) 2 E(I’, J’), if I C I’ and J C J’. 
Let o # I,, C M. We can choose iO E I, . If 
(21) i,EICI,,; JCM-&;Iand Jfinite, 
then I E(I, J)I < I Ei, 1 < x,, . Hence there are finite sets I1 , J1 satisfying 
iO E I1 _C I, ; J1 C A4 - IO , 
such that 
(22) I EV, J>I 2 I WI , Jl> I, 
for all 1, J, satisfying (21). Then 
WI , Jd 2 -Wo , ~4 - 1,). 
Let us assume that there is an element 
xo E EK , Jd - EVo , M - 10). 
If x0 $ Err,] , then x0 $ Ei, , for some il E I, . Then, by (20) and (22), 
x0 $ -WI U GA Jd = Et4 , JA 
which is a contradiction. Hence x0 E E[q . Then x0 E EM+ , and we have 
x0 E Ej, , for some j, E M - IO . Then, by (20) and (22), 
xo $ WI > JI ” {AI) = WI 3 JA 
which, again, is a contradiction. Thus there is no such element x0 . Now, 
by (17) and since I1 u J1 is finite, 
I E(I, , ~4 - 1,) I = I EC4 , Jdl = I WI > Jd Z I Wo > ~4 - IoIl. 
By symmetry, 
I Wo , ~4 - 1,) I 2 I No , ~4 - IoIl. 
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Thus corresponding atoms of H and H’ have equal cardinality, which 
proves the theorem. 
REMARK. The finiteness hypothesis cannot be omitted as is shown by 
the following case. Let 
M = (0, 1, 2,...}; J% = Go, el, e, ,...>; Ei = {ei.-l}(i > 1); 
Fo = G ,fi ,h ,...>; Fi = UXi 3 1); 
ei # ej and fi # fj for i # j. Consider any set I_C M. It is easily seen that 
(17) holds if and only if either (i) 0 $ I or (ii) 0 E I and I M - I ) = N, . 
In particular, (17) holds for finite 1, but (19) is false. The reason why 
Theorem 5 does not apply is, of course, that 1 E, 1 = N, . 
The line graph R(H) (or representative graph) of a simple graph 
H = (Es : i E M) is, by definition, the simple graph with vertex set M in 
which vertices i and j are joined by an edge if and only if Ei n Ei # o. 
The graph H is called finite if EIM is finite, and infinite if EM is infinite. 
As an application of our results we shall now show, by means of one 
example, how one can obtain Whitney-type propositions for arbitrary 
simple graphs. An extension to multi-graphs is equally easy: 
COROLLARY. Let H and H’ be two arbitrary graphs none of whose 
connected components ii of order 4. If R(H) N R(H’) then H N H’. 
Proof. By changing, if necessary, the indices in H’ we may assume 
that H and H’ have the same line graph. Let H = (Ei : i E M) and 
H’ = (Fi : i E M). It suffices to deduce HE H’. Assume that this relation 
is false. Then, by Theorem 5, there is a finite set M, _C M such that the 
finite graphs G = (Ei : i E M,,) and G’ = (Fi : i E M,) are not strongly 
isomorphic. Since R(H) = R(H’), we have (Ei , Ej) E (Fi , Fj), for all 
i, j E MO . Hence, by Theorem 3, with p = 3, there exist sets A and B 
with A C EM, and B C FM0 and a set Z_C MO with 1 I 1 = 3 such that, say, 
(A n Ei : i E I) g K(Z); (BnF,: iel)s L(I). 
Since 1 E, 1 = 1 Fi 1 = 2 for all i we have, in fact, 
(4: iEI)r K(I); (4 : i E I) G L(I). 
Let C be the vertex set of the connected component of H which contains 
EI . Then 1 El I = 1 K,(I)] = 4 and 1 C I > 4, and therefore there exists 
iO E M such that the edge Eio joins a node of ET with a node of C - EI . 
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But a look at Figure 2 suffices to convince oneself that it is then impos- 
sible for the relation (Ei, , E,) c (Fd, , Fj) to hold for every j E I. This 
contradiction proves the assertion. The same method yields a proof of 
some similar results on multi-graphs due to Sabidussi [3]. 
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